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ABSTRACTlDisplacement-based finite element method for- 
mulations are coupled with stress-based photoelasticity anal- 
ysis. As the stress field is discontinuous at the interelement 
boundaries, the introduced smoothing procedure enables the 
generation of high-quality digital images acceptable for hybrid 
experimental-numerical techniques. The proposed methods 
are applicable for the analysis of static and dynamic results 
of experimental photoelasticity. 
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Introduction 

Photoelasticity is one of the oldest methods for experimental 
stress analysis, but has been overshadowed by the finite el- 
ement method (FEM) for engineering applications over the 
past three decades. However, new developments and appli- 
cations, such as infrared photoelasticity, low-cost dynamic 
photoelasticity, photoelastic applications in stereolithogra- 
phy, etc., have revived the use of photoelasticity. 1-3 In par- 
ticular, the determination of the stress concentration in front 
of notches and holes was, and still is, one of the most com- 
mon applications of photoelasticity in the design of machine 
elements. 

The principles of photoelasticity are well known. 4,5 The 
standard plane polariscope consists of the light source and 
a pair of polarizers, called a polarizer and an analyzer, with 
crossed polarization axes on either side of the model. The 
largest drawback of the method of photoelasticity is the com- 
plexity of the calculation procedures for the components of 
stresses from optical isoclinic lines and isochromatic fringe 
patterns. The produced optical patterns must be analyzed us- 
ing complicated finite difference approaches. 5,6 

Visualization of the results from finite element analysis 
(FEA) procedures is important for several reasons. The first 
reason is the meaningful and accurate representation of pro- 
cesses taking place in the analyzed structures. 7 The second, 
and perhaps even more important, reason is preparing the 
ground for hybrid numerical-experimental techniques. Ex- 
amples of FEM applications in developing hybrid techniques 
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are readily available. 8 Unfortunately, conventional FEA tech- 
niques are based on the approximation of nodal displace- 
ments (not stresses) via the shape functions. 9-11 Ramesh and 
Pathak 12 have correctly noted that photoelastic isochromat- 
ics can be effectively used for the detection of FEM meshing 
problems. 

A conventional FEM would require unacceptably dense 
meshing for producing sufficiently smooth photoelastic pat- 
terns. Multiscale meshing is not affordable either; the whole 
domain of the structure must be analyzed with the same ac- 
curacy. Therefore, there exists a need for the development of 
a technique for smoothing the generated photoelastic fringe 
patterns representing the stress distribution and calculated 
from the displacement distribution. The proposed smoothing 
technique is based on conjugate approximations used for the 
calculation of nodal values of stresses 9 and provides digi- 
tal images of  acceptable quality on relatively rather coarse 
meshes. The hybrid FEM t3 based on the interpolation of 
stresses (not displacements) cannot be effectively used, as 
the calculation of the eigenmodes would be practically im- 
possible due to the complexity of formulations. 

The purpose of this paper is the development of techniques 
for hybrid experimental-numerical photoelasticity analyses. 
The general scheme of such analyses is presented in Fig, 1. 
The generation of digital images mimicking the effect of pho- 
toetasticity naturally incorporates into the hybrid iterative 
procedure enabfing effective interpretation of experimental 
results and provides insight into the physical processes tak- 
ing place in the analyzed objects. 

Construction of the Digital Photoelastic Images 

Initial data for the construction of the digital photoelas- 
tic images are nodal values of displacements produced by 
finite element calculations. If the analysis of  a dynamical 
process is considered, the eigenmodes for the structure in 
the state of plane stress are calculated by using the displace- 
ment formulation common in the FEA. It is assumed that the 
structure experiences high-frequency vibrations according to 
the eigenmode (the frequency of excitation is about equal 
to the eigenfrequency of the corresponding eigenmode and 
the eigenmodes are not multiple). The loading scheme of the 
analyzed cantilever plate is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

The production of photoelastic images from finite ele- 
ment results requires the nodal values of the components of 
stresses. It can be noted that the calculation of these values 
is not a trivial procedure in conventional FEA based on dis- 
placement formulation. 
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Fig. 1--Procedure of hybrid experimental-numerical analysis 
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Fig. 2--Third eigenmode of the cantilever plate: gray lines, 
the structure in equilibrium; black lines, the eigenmode 

The components of stresses in the domain of the analyzed 
finite element can be calculated in the usual way 

/ ox } 
Cry = [O] [B] {80}, (1) 

"~xy 

where { 80 } is the vector of nodal displacements of the eigen- 
mode, [B] is the matrix relating the strains with the displace- 
ments, [D] is the matrix relating the stresses with the strains, 
and ~x, (Jy, and "gxy are the components of the stresses in the 
problem of plane stress. It can be noted that the displace- 
ments are continuous at interelement boundaries, but the cal- 
culated stresses are discontinuous due to the operation of 
differentiation. 

The most natural way for the calculation of the nodal val- 
ues of  stresses is the minimization of the squared difference 
between the continuous strain function (eq (1)) and the in- 

terpolated stress field by the form functions of the analyzed 
element. Moreover, those differences are integrated in the 
domains of appropriate elements: 

F~ �89 f f  ([N] {~x} - CSx) 2 dx dy, 
i ei 

Z �89 f f  ([N] {3y} - Cry) 2 dx dy, (2) 
i ei 

E 1 f f  ( [N] {3xy} - "~xy) 2 dx dy. 
i ei 

Here, { 5x } is the vector of  nodal values of C~x, { 5y } is 
the vector of  nodal values of  C~y, { 3xy } is the vector of nodal 
values of "~xy, [N] is the row of the shape functions of the 
finite element, and ei denotes the domain of the ith finite 
element; summation denotes the direct stiffness procedure�9 1 

Unfortunately, the solution of unknown nodal values { ~x }, 
{By }, and {Sxy } from eq (2) is unsatisfactory for the gener- 
ation of digital photoelastic images, as the derivatives of  the 
interpolated stress fields are still discontinuous. This is illus- 
trated in the numerical results. Therefore, additional penalty 
terms for fast variation of the stress fields are introduced 

(t ox  2 

{ / OCyy \ 2 [ OCSy \ 2 "l 

I// o.~xy \ 2 I O-~xy \ 2"~ 
X i t  ~ - )  + W - )  ) '  

where k is a parameter of smoothing. Trivial transformations 
lead to 

E � 8 9  ( ( tN ] {Sx} -~x)  2 
i ei 

+ X {Sx} T [B*] T [B*] {Sx}) dx dy, 

~�89 2 
i ei (4) 

+ X{Sy}T[B*]T[B*]{3y})dxdy, 

~ l f f  ( ( [N]  lgxy} - ~xy) 2 
i ei 

+ X{Sxy}T[B*]T[B*]{~xy})dxdy, 

where [B*] is the matrix of the derivatives of the shape func- 
tions (the first row with respect to x; the second row with 
respect to y). The minimization of residuals defined by eq (4) 
leads to the following systems of linear algebraic equations 
for the determination of each of the component of the stresses: 

(~i f f([N]T[N]+[B*]Tx[B*])dxdy ) 

�9 {Sx} = Y~ j f  [N] T c~xdx dy, 
i ei 

(~i f f([N]T[N]+[B*]TX[B*])dxdy) (5) 

�9 {By} = Y~ f f  [N] T c, ydx dy, 
i ei 

" {Sxy} "~ }-~ H [N]T'~xy dX dy. 
i ei 
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It can be noted that when the parameter of smoothing is 
too small the reconstructed images are of unacceptable qual- 
ity because of the non-physical behavior of the stress field as 
a result of its calculation from the displacement formulation. 
When the parameter is too big an oversmoothed image is ob- 
tained, which may look acceptable but is far from the real 
photoelastic image. The selection of the smoothing parame- 
ter k can be performed using the error norms I~ of the finite 
elements. The components of the stresses can be interpolated 
from their nodal values by using the shape functions of the 
finite element. Then the components of strains Sx Ey, and Yxy 
are obtained using those values of stresses and the matrix of 
elastic constants: 

{E} = Ey = [ D ]  - 1  Oy . (6)  

Yxy  "~xy 

The relative e~xor norm for the ith finite element can then 
be calculated as 

J f  ({~} - [B] {~0}) T [D] ({~} - {B] {30}) dx dy 
~ i  ~- ei 

f f  {e} T [D] {~} dx dy 
ei 

(7) 

For those parts of the image where the relative error norms 
of the finite elements are too large, the image is expected to 
be of insufficient quality, and a finer meshing or smoothing 
of the image with a larger value of the smoothing parameter 
may be required. The selection of smoothing parameter k is 
then straightforward 

where function f can be selected as a linear growing function, 
f (0) = 0. The slope of the function depends on the meshing 
and particularly the type of the finite element used. 

The principal stresses ol and o2 at each node are calculated 
as the eigenvalues of the matrix 

[ Ox "~xy ] (9) 
"~xy Oy ' 

and the normalized eigenvectors of this matrix { V1 } and { V2 } 
are the directions of the principal stresses. 

The vector of polarization is assumed to be given as 

{c~ / 
{P} = sine~ ' (10) 

where c~ is the angle of the vector of polarization with the 
x-axis. 

Then the intensity in the photoelastic image of the plane 
polariscope (isoclinics and isochromatics intertwined) is cal- 
culated as 

l =(({gl}.{P})({V2}.{P})sinC(ol-cr2)) a, (11) 

where C is the constant dependent on the thickness of the an- 
alyzed structure in the state of plane stress and on the material 
from which it is produced. 4,5 

The intensity of the photoelastic image for the circular 
pol~wiscope (isochromatics) is calculated as 

I = (sinC (Ol - o2)) 2 , (12) 

and the intensity of the isoclinics pattern is calculated as 

I : (({VI} �9 {P}) ({V2} �9 {p}))2. (13) 

It can be noted that the latter image cannot be obtained 
directly from the experimental investigations bnt is required 
for the determination of the stress field. 

The relationships presented above form the basis for 
the generation of digital photoelastic images. The proce- 
dure of construction of digital images in projection planes 
from isoparametric finite elements is described in detail 
elsewhere. 15 

Numerical Results 

A rectangular, cantilevered plate with fixed edge, in a state 
of plane stress, is analyzed. The lower edge of the plate is fas- 
tened (both components of displacements are assumed equal 
to zero). It is considered that the plate is experiencing res- 
onant vibrations on an eigenmode that is not multiple; the 
loading is assumed to be harmonic with the frequency of the 
eigenmode and not orthogonal to it. The motion according 
to a single eigenmode is analyzed. The third eigenmode of 
the plate and the loading scheme are shown in Fig. 2. The re- 
constructed principal stresses (the eigenmode of stresses) at 
the nodes are shown in Fig. 3(a). The isolines of the absolute 
value of the difference of the principal stresses are presented 
in Fig. 3(b). The principal directions of the stresses are shown 
in Fig. 3(c). The reconstructed image for the circular polar- 
iscope (isochromatics) is shown in Fig. 4. 

The directions of the principal stresses are directly related 
with the images presented further. The images of the isoclines 
at c~ = 0 and the corresponding image for the plane polariscope 
(isoclinics and isochromatics intertwined) are presented in 
Figs. 5(a) and (b), respectively. The corresponding images at 
c~ = ~/8 are shown in Figs. 6(a) and (b). Finally, the isolines 
of the principal directions of the stresses corresponding to 
the darkest parts from the images of the isoclines (pattern of 
isoclinics) are shown in Fig. 7. The numbers in Fig. 7 are 
related to the angle of the vector of polarization with the x- 
axis, c~. The consecutive numbers i = 1 . . . . .  10 correspond 

(i-1)Yr 
to the values of c~ - 20 

Another important numerical procedure is the determi- 
nation of the isotropic points in the isoclinic pattern. 5 An 
isotropic point is the point through which all isoclinics pass. 
Isotropic points are important for experimental stress anal- 
ysis when determining zero-order isochromatic fringes. The 
results in Table 1 represent the relationship between the num- 
ber of the eigenmode and the number of isotropic points in 
the analyzed rectangular plate. It can be seen that the com- 
plexity of the stress field increases with the number of the 
eigenmode. 

It can be noted that the presented methodology can also be 
applied to static FEA. Digital photoelastic images are con- 
structed for a disk in diametral compression under constant 
load. The loading scheme and the pattern of isoclinics are 
presented in Fig. 8(a). Unsmoothed isochromatics are shown 
in Fig. 8(b). This picture clearly illustrates the importance 
of the presented smoothing procedure. The selection of an 
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Fig. 3--(a) Reconstructed nodal principal stresses of the third eigenmode (dark gray, negative; light gray, positive). (b) The 
isolines of the absolute value of the difference of the principal stresses of the third eigenmode. (c) The principal directions of 
the stresses for the third eigenmode 

Fig. 4--1sochromatics (the image produced by the circular polariscope) for the third eigenmode 

Fig. 5--(a) Image of the isoclinics of the third eigenmode at c~ = O, (b) IsoclJnics and isochromatics intertwined for the third 
eigenmode at c~ = 0 
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Fig. 6--(a) Image of the isoclinics of the third eigenmode at c~ = =/8. (b) Isoclinics and isochromatics intertwined for the third 
eigenmode at c~ = =/8 

Fig. 7--1solines of the principal directions of the stresses for the third eigenmode at 0~ = ( i - 1 )  =/20, i = 1, ..., 10 

TABLE 1--RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF THE EIGENMODE AND THE NUMBER OF ISOTROPIC POINTS 
Number of the eigenmode 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Number of isotropic points 0 0 1 1 5 3 4 8 

appropriate smoothing parameter enables the construction of 
smoothed images of isochromatics (Fig. 8(c)) and isoclinics 
(Fig. 8(a)). 

Concluding Remarks 

The generation of digital photoelastic images is not a 
straightforward procedure. It involves such steps as the con- 
struction of a numerical model of the analyzed object, finite 

element calculations based on the loading scheme and bound- 
ary conditions, determination of the nodal vales of stress 
components and their smoothing, and generation of appro- 
priate digital images. The application of conventional FEA 
based on a displacement formulation requires the develop- 
ment of special smoothing strategies, and also offers certain 
advantages. It can be noted that pure experimental photoelas- 
tic fringe analysis is concentrated around the reconstruction 
of the stress fields only. The described procedures can be 
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Fig. 8~(a)  Loading scheme and pattern of isoclinics of a disk in diametral compression. (b) Unsmoothed isochromatics, (c) 
Smoothed isochromatics 

naturally embedded into hybrid experimental-numerical 
photoelastic analysis and enable the reconstruction of not 
only stress but also displacement fields in the analyzed 
objects. 
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